
ISF Filing I Customs Management 

As your Import/ Export Customs Management Agent, we 

have the perfect solutions for your international shipping 

needs. We keep your business moving by processing the 

Customs and Border P rotections requirements for your 

cargo. As your agent we will: 

1. Process & Complete ISF Filing: Importer Security Filing (ISF)

is a mandatory extra layer of security for ocean freight (vessel)

imports, which informs US Customs of details concerning the

importer, cargo goods and shipper details before the shipment

enters the United States (ACI for Canada; ENS for Europe).

2. Collect & Review Documentation: To avoid delays and

possible difficulties, both in the shipment process of the cargo and

their arrival at US customs, it is important to have the necessary

documents with accurate information. B asically: B/L, Cl, PL, COO

and the appropriate HTS designation.

3. Assist with Customs Clearance: In procesing your shipment,

Customs will: inspect submitted paperwork, determine applicable

duties, request & confirm payment, release of imported goods.

Logistics Networking 

We can provide any or all of your logistics needs and 

freight requirements, from loading your shipment at the 

location of origin, to transporting cargo to its final 

destination, including: ExWork, FOB, CFR, CIF or DDP. 

At ENZO'S International, we can do it all! Enjoy peace of 

mind while we coordinate all of these processes for you to 

ensure that your import/ export moves smoothly, all while 

providing you with the lowest rates available. 

*Important: ETDs, ETT and ETAs are never guaranteed by

the sea carrier and are subject to change at any time. Keep in

mind that it can take up to 7 days before the cargo is loaded

at the port of origin. Ocean freight is generally cleared by us

within 1-2 days of arrival at the first port of entry. 

*Insurance is recommended: Insurance rates are based on

the commercial invoice (CFR value) and is very inexpensive.

For your assurance & convenience, we always recommend

that your cargo is insured to cover any potential

transportation damage.
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